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 Contouring

Contour
An Imaginary line on the ground surface joining the points of equal elevation is known
as contour.
In other words, Contour is a line in which the ground surface is intersected by a level
surface obtained by joining points of equal elevation. This line on the map represents a
contour and is called Contour line.
A map showing Contour Lines is known as Contour Map.

Contouring
•The process of tracing contour lines on the surface of the earth is called Contouring.

Purposes of Contouring
Contour survey is carried out at the starting of any engineering project such as a road, a
railway, a canal, a dam, a building etc. 
1.For preparing contour maps in order to select the most economical or suitable site. 

2.To locate the alignment of a canal so that it should follow a ridge line. 

3.To mark the alignment of roads and railways so that the quantity of earthwork both in
cutting and filling should be minimum. 

4.For getting information about the ground whether it is flat, undulating or mountainous. 

5.To locate the physical features of the ground such as a pond depression, hill, steep or
small slopes. 

Contour Interval & Horizontal Equivalent
Contour Interval: The constant vertical distance between two consecutive contours is
called the contour interval. 
Horizontal Equivalent: The horizontal distance between any two adjacent contours is
called as horizontal equivalent. 
The contour interval is constant between the consecutive contours while the horizontal
equivalent is variable and depends upon the slope of the ground.

Characteristics of Contours
1. All points in a contour line have the same elevation. 



2. Flat ground is indicated where the contours are widely separated and steep-slope
where they run close together. 
3. A uniform slope is indicated when the contour lines are uniformly spaced and 
4. A plane surface when they are straight, parallel and equally spaced. 
5. A series of closed contour lines on the map represent a hill , if the higher values are
inside

6. A series of closed contour lines on the map indicate a depression if the higher values are
outside
7. Contour line cross ridge or valley line at right angles. 
If the higher values are inside the bend or loop in the contour, it indicates a Ridge. 
If the higher values are outside the bend, it represents a Valley

8. Contour lines cannot merge or cross one another on map except in the case of an
overhanging cliff 
9. Contour lines never run into one another except in the case of a vertical cliff. In this
case, several contours coincide and the horizontal equivalent becomes zero.
Factors Affecting the Selection of Contour Interval

1 Scale of the map
2 Extent of survey
3 Nature of ground

4
Time and resources 
available

METHODS OF CONTOURING 
There are mainly two methods of locating contours:-
(1)Direct Method and (2) Indirect Method. 
Direct Method:
In this method, the contours to be located are directly traced out in the field by locating
and marking a number of points on each contour. These points are then surveyed and
plotted on plan and the contours drawn through them.
Indirect Contouring:
In this method the points located and surveyed are not necessarily on the contour lines
but the spot levels are taken along the series of lines laid out over the area .The spot
levels  of  the several  representative points  representing hills,  depressions,  ridge and
valley lines and the changes in the slope all over the area to be contoured are also
observed.  Their  positions  are  then  plotted  on  the  plan  and  the  contours  drawn  by
interpolation. This method of contouring is also known as contouring by spot levels.

        Comparison of Direct and Indirect Contouring

                                       Direct Method
IndirectMethod

                      Most accurate but slow and tedious Not so accurate but rapid and less tedious
                      It is Expensive It is Cheaper



                      Not suitable for hilly area Suitable for hillyarea
                      During the work calculations can be done Calculations not required in the field

                      Calculations can not be checked after Contouring Calculation to be checked as 
and when required

use of stadia measurements in contour survey
Tachometric surveys the  branch  of surveying in  which  the  horizontal  and  vertical
distances with the angular measurements can be determined. ... It is generally used to
locate contours, hydrographic surveys and laying out routes of highways, railways and
other applications for civil engineering.

USE OF CONTOUR MAP
Contour maps are extremely useful for various engineering works:

1. A civil engineer studies the contours and finds out the nature of the ground to identify. Suitable site for the 
project works to be taken up.

2. By drawing the section in the plan, it is possible to find out profile of the ground along that line. It helps in 
finding out depth of cutting and filling, if formation level of road/railway is decided.

3. Intervisibility of any two points can be found by drawing profile of the ground along that line.

4. The routes of the railway, road, canal or sewer lines can be decided so as to minimize and balance 
earthworks.

5. Catchment area and hence quantity of water flow at any point of nalla or river can be found. This study is 
very important in locating bunds, dams and also to find out flood levels.

6. From the contours, it is possible to determine the capacity of a reservoir.

THEODOLITE SURVEYING
The system of surveying in which the angles are measured with the help of a theodolite, is
called Theodolite surveying.
THEODOLITE



The Theodolite is a most accurate surveying instrument mainly used for :
• Measuring horizontal and vertical angles.
• Locating points on a line.
• Prolonging survey lines.
• Finding difference of level.
• Setting out grades
• Ranging curves
• Tacheometric Survey

  DEFINITON AND 
TERMS
VERTICAL AXIS:
It is the axis about which the telescope can be rotated in a horizontal plane.
HORIZONTAL AXIS:
It is the axis about which the telescope can be rotated in a vertical plane.
LINE OF COLLINATION:
It is the imaginary line joining the intersection of the cross hairs of the diaphragm to the
optical center of the object glass and its continuation.
AXIS OF THE TELESCOPE:
It is the line joining the optical center of the object glass to the center of the eye-piece.
AXIS OF THE LEVEL TUBE:
It is the straight line tangential to the longitudinal curve of the level tube at the center of 
the
tube.
DEFINITON AND TERMS
VERTICAL AXIS:
It is the axis about which the telescope can be rotated in a horizontal plane.
HORIZONTAL AXIS:
It is the axis about which the telescope can be rotated in a vertical plane.
LINE OF COLLINATION:
It is the imaginary line joining the intersection of the cross hairs of the diaphragm to the
optical center of the object glass and its continuation.



AXIS OF THE TELESCOPE:
It is the line joining the optical center of the object glass to the center of the eye-piece.
AXIS OF THE LEVEL TUBE:
It is the straight line tangential to the longitudinal curve of the level tube at the center of 
the
tube.
CENTERING:
The process of setting the theodolite exactly over the station mark is known as 
centering.
TRANSITING:
It is the process of turning the telescope in vertical plane through 180º about the 
trunnion
axis.
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT:
TELESCOPE:
It consists of eye-piece, object glass and focusing screw and it is used to sight the 
object.
VERTICAL CIRCLE:
It is used to measure vertical angles.
LEVELLING HEAD:
It consists of two parallel triangular plates called tribrach plates. Its uses are
1. To support the main part of the instrument.
2. To attach the theodolite to the tripod.
LOWER PLATE:
It consists of lower clamp screw and tangent screw.
UPPER PLATE:
The upper plate is attached to the inner axis and it carries two verniers. It consists an 
upper
clamp screw and tangent screws. These screws are used to fix upper plate with lower 
plate
accurately.
FOOT SCREWS:
These are used to level the instrument
PLUMB BOB:
It is used to center theodolite exactly over the ground station mark.
SWINGING THE TELESCOPE:
It means turning the telescope about its vertical axis in the horizontal plane. A swing is 
called
right or left according as the telescope is rotated clockwise or counter clockwise.
FACE LEFT:
If face of the vertical circle is to the left side of the observer, then the observation of the
angles taken is known as face left observation.
FACE RIGHT:
If the face of the vertical circle is to the right side of the observation, then the 
observation of
the angles taken is known as face right observation.



CHANGING FACE:
It is an operation of bringing the face of the telescope from left to right and vice-versa.
TEMPORARY ADJUSTMENTS:

TRANSIT VERNIER THEODOLITE

TRANSIT VERNIER THEODOLITE

CLASSIFICATION OF THEODOLITES
Theodolites may be classified as ;
A.
i) Transit Theodolite.
ii) Non Transit Theodolite.
B.
i) Vernier Theodolites.
ii) Micrometer Theodolites.



A. Transit Theodolite: A theodolite is called a transit theodolite when its telescope can be
transited i.e revolved through a complete revolution about its horizontal axis in the vertical
plane.

Non-Transit type,  the telescope cannot be transited. They are inferior in utility and have
now become obsolete.
Vernier Theodolite: For reading the graduated circle if verniers are used ,the theodolite is
called as a Vernier Theodolite. Whereas, if a micrometer is provided to read the graduated
circle the same is called as a Micrometer Theodolite.
Vernier type theodolites are commonly used .
SIZE OF THEODOLITE
A theodolite is designated by diameter of the graduated circle on the lower plate.
The  common sizes  are  8cm  to  12  cm  while  14  cm  to  25  cm  instrument  are  used  for
triangulation work. Greater accuracy is achieved with larger theodolites as they have bigger
graduated circle  with larger  divisions hence used where the survey works require high
degree of accuracy.

DESCRIPTION OF A
TRANSIT VERNIER THEODOLITE
A Transit vernier theodolite essentially consist of the following :
1. Levelling Head. 6. T- Frame.
2. Lower Circular Plate. 7. Plumb –bob.
3. Upper Plate. 8. Tripod Stand.
4. Telescope.
5. Vernier Scale.
TERMS USED IN MANIPULATING A TRANSIT VERNIER THEODOLITE.

1. Centering : Centering means setting the theodolite exactly over an instrument- station so
that its vertical axis lies immediately above the station- mark. It can be done by means of
plumb bob suspended from a small hook attached to the vertical axis of the theodolite. The
centre  shifting  arrangement  if  provided  with  the  instrument  helps  in  easy  and  rapid
performance of the centring.

2. Transiting :
Transiting is also known as plunging or reversing. It is the process of turning the
telescope about its horizontal axis through 1800 in the vertical plane thus bringing it upside
down and making it point , exactly in opposite direction.

3. Swinging the telescope
It means turning the telescope about its vertical axis in the horizontal plane.  A swing is
called right or left according as the telescope is rotated clockwise or counter clockwise.

4. Face Left
If the vertical circle of the instrument is on the left side of the observer while taking a
reading ,the position is called the face left  and the observation taken on the horizontal or
vertical circle in this position, is known as the face left observation



5. Face Right
If the vertical circle of the instrument is on the right side of the observer while taking a
reading ,the position is called the face right and the observation taken on the horizontal or
vertical circle in this position, is known as the face right observation.

6. Changing Face
It is the operation of bringing the vertical circle to the right of the observer ,if originally it
is to the left , and vice – versa. It is done in two steps; Firstly revolve the telescope through
180 in a vertical plane and then rotate it through 180 in the horizontal plane i.e first transit
the telescope and then swing it through 180.

7. Line of Collimation LINE OF COLLIMATION
DIAPHRAGM TELESCOPE
It is also known as the line of sight .It is an imaginary line joining the intersection of the
cross- hairs of the diaphragm to the opticalcentre of the object- glass and its continuation.

AXIS OF THE TELESCOPE
TELESCOPE It is also known an imaginary line joining the optical centre of the object-
glass to the centre of eye piece.

Axis of the Level Tube
I t is also called the bubble line. It is a straight line tangential to the longitudinal
curve of the level tube at the centre of the tube. It is  horizontal  when the bubble is in the
centre.

10. Vertical Axis
It is the axis about which the telescope can be rotated in the horizontal plane.

11. Horizontal Axis
It is the axis about which the telescope can be rotated in the vertical plane.
It is also called the trunion axis.
ADJUSTMENT OF A THEODOLITE
The adjustments of a theodolite are of two kinds :-
1. Permanent Adjustments.
2. Temporary Adjustments.
1)  Permanent  adjustments:  The  permanent  adjustments  are  made  to  establish  the
relationship between the fundamental lines of the theodolite and , once made , they last for
a long time. They are essential for the accuracy of observations.

1.  Permanent adjustments:  The permanent adjustments  in case of  a  transit  theodolites
are :-
ii)  Adjustment  of  Horizontal  Plate  Levels.  The  axis  of  the  plate  levels  must  be
perpendicular to the vertical axis.



iii)  Collimation Adjustment.  The line of collimation should coincide with the axis of the
telescope and the axis of the objective slide and should be at right angles to the horizontal
axis.
iiii)  Horizontal axis adjustment. The horizontal axis must be perpendicular to the vertical
axis.
iv) Adjustment of Telescope Level or the Altitude Level
Plate Levels. The axis of the telescope levels or the altitude level must be parallel to the line
of collimation.
v) Vertical Circle Index Adjustment.  The vertical circle vernier must read zero when the
line of collimation is horizontal.

Temporary Adjustment
The temporary adjustments are made at each set up of the instrument before we start
taking  observations  with  the  instrument.  There  are  three  temporary  adjustments  of  a
theodolite:-
i) Centering.
ii) Levelling.
iii) Focussing.
SETTING UP:
It includes two operations
1. Centering a theodolite over a station: Done by means of plumb bob.
2. Approximately leveling it by tripod legs only: Done by moving tripod legs radially or
circumferentially.
LEVELING UP:
Having centered and approximately leveled the instrument, accurate leveling is done 
with the help of foot screws with reference to the plate levels, so that the vertical axis 
shall be truly vertical.
 To level the instrument the following operations have to be done.
1. Turn the upper plate until the longitudinal axis of the plate level is roughly parallel to a
line joining any two of the leveling screws (A & B).
3. ELIMINATION OF PARALLAX:
Parallax is a condition arising when the image formed by the objective is not in the 
plane of the cross hairs. Unless parallax is eliminated, accurate sighting is not possible. 
Parallax can be eliminated in two steps.
a. FOCUSSING THE EYE-PIECE:
Point the telescope to the sky or hold a piece of white paper in front of the telescope. 
Move the eyepiece in and out until a distant and sharp black image of the cross-hairs is 
seen.
b. FOCUSSING THE OBJECT:
Telescope is now turned towards object to be sighted and the focusing screw is turned 
until image appears clear and sharp. 

MEASUREMENT OF HORIZONTAL ANGLES:
There are three methods of measuring horizontal angles:-
i) Ordinary Method.
ii) Repetition Method.



iii) Reiteration Method.
MEASUREMENT OF HORIZONTAL ANGLES:
i) Ordinary Method. To measure horizontal angle AOB:-
i) Set up the theodolite at station point O and level it accurately.
ii) Set the vernier A to the zero or 3600 of the horizontal circle. Tighten the upper clamp.
iii)  Loosen the lower clamp. Turn the instrument and direct the telescope towards  A  to
bisect  it  accurately  with the  use of  tangent screw. After bisecting accurately  check the
reading which must still read zero. Read the vernier B and record both the readings.
i v ) L o osen the upper clamp and turn the telescope clockwise until line of sight
bisects  point  B  on  the  right  hand  side.  Then  tighten  the  upper  clamp  and  bisect  it
accurately by turning its tangent screw.
v) Read both verniers. The reading of the vernier a which was initially set at zero gives the
value of the angle  AOB directly and that of the other vernier B by deducting  180  .The
mean of the two vernier readings gives the value of the required angle AOB.
v i ) C hange the face of the instrument and repeat the whole process. The
mean of the two vernier readings gives the second value of the angle AOB
which should be approximately or exactly equal to the previous value.
vii) The mean of the two values of the angle AOB ,one with face left and the other with face
right ,gives the required angle free from all instrumental errors.

Repetition Method.
This  method is  used for  very accurate  work.  In  this  method ,the  same angle is  added
several times mechanically and the correct value of the angle is obtained by dividing the
accumulated reading by the no. of repetitions. The No. of repetitions made usually in this
method is six, three with the face left and three with the face right .In this way ,angles can
be measured to a finer degree of accuracy than that obtainable with the least count of the
vernier.

Repetition Method.
To measure horizontal angle by repetitions:-
i) Set up the theodolite at starting point O and level it accurately.
ii) Measure The horizontal angle AOB.
iii) Loosen the lower clamp and turn the telescope clock – wise until the object
(A) is sighted again. Bisect B accurately by using the upper tangent screw. The verniers will
now read the twice the value of the angle now.
iv) Repeat the process until the angle is repeated the required number of times
(usually  3).  Read again  both  verniers  .  The final  reading  after  n repetitions should  be
approximately n X (angle). Divide the sum by the number of repetitions and the result thus
obtained gives the correct value of the angle AOB.
v) Change the face of the instrument. Repeat exactly in the same manner and find another
value of the angle AOB. The average of two readings gives the required precise value of the
angle AOB.

Reiteration Method



This method is another  precise  and comparatively  less tedious  method of measuring the
horizontal angles.  It is generally preferred when several angles  are to be measured at a
particular station. This method consists in measuring several angles successively and finally
closing the horizon at the starting point. The final reading of the vernier A should be same
as its initial reading.

Procedure
Suppose it is required to measure the angles AOB,BOC and COD. Then to measure these
angles by repetition method :
i) Set up the instrument over station point O and level it accurately.
ii)  Direct  the  telescope  towards  point  A  which  is  known as  referring  object.  Bisect  it
accurately and check the reading of vernier as 0 or 360 . Loosen the lower clamp and turn
the telescope clockwise to sight point B exactly. Read the verniers again and The mean
reading will give the value of
angle AOB.
iii) Similarly bisect C & D successively, read both verniers 
iv) Finally close the horizon by sighting towards the referring object (point A).
v) The vernier A should now read 360. If not note down the error .This error occurs due to
slip etc.
vi)  If  the  error  is  small,  it  is  equally  distributed  among the  several  angles  .If large  the
readings should be discarded and a new set of readings be taken.
Vertical  Angle :  A vertical  angle is  an angle between the  inclined line of sight  and the
horizontal. It may be an angle of elevation or depression according as the object is above or
below the horizontal plane.

MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL ANGLES:
To Measure the Vertical Angle of an object A at a station O:
(i)  Set up the theodolite at station point  O  and level it accurately with reference to the
altitude bubble.
(ii)  Set the zero of  vertical  vernier  exactly  to the zero of  the vertical  circle  clamp and
tangent screw.
(iii)  Bring the bubble of the altitude level in the central position by using clip screw. The
line of sight is thus made horizontal and vernier still reads zero.
(iiii)  Loosen the vertical circle clamp screw and direct the telescope towards the object  A
and sight it exactly by using the vertical circle tangent screw.
(v) Read both verniers on the vertical circle, The mean of the two vernier readings gives the
value of the required angle.
(vi)  Change the face of the instrument and repeat the process. The mean of of the two
vernier readings gives the second value of the required angle.
(vii) The average of the two values of the angles thus obtained, is the required value of the
angle free from instrumental errors.

MEASUREMENT OF VERTICAL ANGLES:
For measuring Vertical Angle between two points A &B
i) Sight A as before , and take the mean of the two vernier readings at the vertical circle.
Let it be α



ii)  Similarly, sight  B and take the mean of the two vernier readings at the vertical circle.
Let it be
iii) The sum or difference of these dings will give the value of the vertical angle between A
and B according as one of the points is above and the other below the horizontal plane. or
both points are on the same side of the horizontal plane Fig b & c
READING MAGNETIC BEARING OF A LINE
To find the bearing of a line AB as shown in fig .below
i) Set up the instrument over A and level it accurately
ii) Set the vernier to the zero of the horizontal circle.

Magnetic Bearing of a Line
iii) Release the magnetic needle and loosen the lower clamp.
iv) Rotate the instrument till magnetic needle points to North. Now clamp the lower clamp
with the help of lower tangent screw .Bring the needle exactly against the mark in order to
bring  it  in  magnetic  meridian.  At  this  stage  the  line  of  sight  will  also  be  in  magnetic
meridian.
iv) Now loose the upper clamp and point the telescope towards B .With the help of upper
tangent  screw  ,bisect  B  accurately  and  read  both  the  verniers  .The  mean  of  the  two
readings will be recorded as magnetic bearing of line.

Magnetic Bearing of a Line
v) Change the face of the instrument for accurate magnetic bearing of the line and repeat
.the mean of the two values will give the correct bearing of the line AB.

PROLONGING A STRAIGHT A LINE
There are two methods of prolonging a given line such as AB

(1) Fore sight method ,and (2) Back Sight Method

(1) Fore Sight Method. As shown in the fig. below A B C D Z
i) Set up the theodolite at A and level it accurately .Bisect the point b correctly. Establish a
point  C  in the line beyond B approximately by looking over the top of the telescope and
accurately by sighting through the telescope.
ii) Shift the instrument to B ,take a fore sight on C and establish a point D in line beyond C.
iii) Repeat the process until the last point Z is reached.
(2) Back Sight Method. As shown in the fig. below
A B C D Z



i) Set up the instrument at B and level it accurately .
ii) Take a back sight on A.
iii) Tighten the upper and lower clamps, transit the telescope and establish a point C in the
line beyond B.
iv) Shift the theodolite to C ,back sight on B transit the telescope and establish a point D in
line beyond C. Repeat the process until the last point ( Z) is established.

ERRORS
1. Instrumental: Surveying error may arise due to imperfection or faulty adjustment of the instrument with
which measurement is being taken. For example, a tape may be too long or an angle measuring instrument may
be out of adjustment. Such errors are known as instrumental errors.

2. Personal: Error may also arise due to want of perfection of human sight in observing and of touch in
manipulating instruments. For example, an error may be there in taking the level reading or reading and angle
on the circle of a theodolite. Such errors are known as personal errors.

3.  Natural: Error  in  surveying  may also  be due to  variations  in  natural  phenomena such as temperature,
humidity, gravity, wind, refraction and magnetic declination. If they are not properly observed while taking
measurements, the results will be incorrect. For example, a tape may be 20 meters at 20 0C but its length will
change if the field temperature is different.

Types of Surveying Errors
Ordinary errors in surveying met with in all classes of survey work may be classified as:

1. Mistakes

2. Accidental errors

3. Systematic or cumulative errors

4. Compensating errors

Mistakes: Mistakes are errors which arise from inattention, inexperience, carelessness and poor judgment or
confusion in the mind of the observer. They do not follow any mathematical rule (law of probability) and may
be large or small, positive or negative. They cannot be measured. However, they can be detected by repeating
the whole operation. If a mistake is undetected, it produces a serious effect upon the final result. Hence, every
value to be recorded in the field must be checked by some independent field observation. The following are the
examples of mistakes:

1. Erroneous recording, e.g. writing 69 in place of 96

2. Counting 8 for 3

3. Forgetting once chain length

4. Making mistakes in using a calculator

Accidental  Errors: Surveying  errors  can  occur  due  to  unavoidable  circumstances  like  variations  in
atmospheric  conditions which are  entirely beyond the control  of  the observer.  Errors  in  surveying  due to
imperfection in measuring instruments and even imperfection of eyesight fall in this category. They may be
positive and may change sign. They cannot be accounted for.



PRECAUTIONS IN LEVELING
While leveling, the following precautions should be taken:
The staff should be held vertical while taking the reading;
The bubble in the level tube is to be brought to central before taking any reading;
Readings should be taken in the proper direction depending on the type of staff

 Balancing of sight is to be maintained as far as possible;

Reading and recording of observation correctly

TACHEOMETRIC SURVEYING
Tacheometry or tachemetry or telemetry is a branch of angular surveying in 
which the horizontal and Vertical distances of points are obtained by optical 
means as opposed to the ordinary slower process of measurements by tape or 
chain.
• The method is very rapid and convenient.
• It is best adapted in obstacles such as steep and broken ground, deep revines, 
stretches of water or swamp and so on, which make chaining difficult or 
impossible,
• The primary object of tacheometry is the preparation of contoured maps or 
plans requiring both the horizontal as well as Vertical control. Also, on surveys of
higher accuracy, it provides a check on distances measured with the tape.

Tacheometry (from Greek, quick measure), is a system of rapid surveying, by 
which the positions, both horizontal and vertical, of points on the earth surface
relatively to one another are determined without using a chain or tape or a 
separate leveling instrument.

Uses of Tacheometry
The tacheometric methods of surveying are used with advantage over the direct 
methods of measurement of horizontal distances and differences in elevations. 
Some of the uses are:
• Preparation of topographic maps which require both elevations and horizontal 
distances.
• Survey work in difficult terrain where direct methods are inconvenient
• Detail filling
• Reconnaissance surveys for highways, railways, etc.
• Checking of already measured distances
• Hydrographic surveys and
• Establishing secondary control.
INSTRUMENTS
-An ordinary transit theodolite fitted with a stadia diaphragm is generally used



for tacheometric survey.
- The stadia diaphragm essentially consists of one stadia hair above and the 
other an equal distance below the horizontal cross-hair, the stadia hairs being
mounted in the ring and on the same vertical plane as the horizontal and vertical 
cross-hairs.
Stadia is a tacheometric form of distance measurement that relies on fixed
angle intercept. 
Used
The telescope used in stadia surveying are of three kinds:
(1) The simple external-focusing telescope
(2) the external-focusing anallactic telescope (Possor`s telescope)
(3) the internal-focusing telescope.
A tacheometer must essentially incorporate the following features:
The  multiplying  constant  should  have  a  nominal  value  of  100  and  the  error
contained in this value should not exceed 1 in 1000.  The axial  horizontal  line
should be exactly midway between the other two lines.
(iii) The telescope should be truly anallactic.
(iiii) The telescope should be powerful having a magnification of 20 to 30 
diameters.

Different systems of Tacheometric Measurement:
The various systems of tacheometric survey may be classified as follows:
➢ The stadia System
(a) Fixed Hair method of Stadia method
(b) Movable hair method, or Subtense method
➢ The tangential system
➢ Measurements by means of special instruments
The principle common to all the systems is to calculate the horizontal distance
between two points A and B and their distances in elevation, by observing  The
angle at the instrument at A subtended by a known short distance along a staff
kept at B, and
(ii) the vertical angle to B from A.

(a) Fixed hair method
➢ In this method, the angle at the instrument at A subtended by a known short
distance along a staff  kept  at  B  is  made with the help of  a stadia  diaphragm
having stadia wires at fixed or constant distance apart.
➢ The readings are on the staff corresponding to all the three wires taken.
➢ The staff intercept, i.e., the difference of the readings corresponding to top
and bottom stadia wires will therefore depend on the distance of the staff from
the instrument.
➢ When the staff intercept is more than the length of the staff, only half
intercept is read.
➢ For inclined sight, readings may be taken by keeping the staff either vertical
or normal to the line of sight.
➢ This is the most common method is tacheometry and the same ‘stadia



method’ generally bears reference to this method.

Subtense Method
● This method is similar to the fixed hair method except that the stadia interval
is variable.
● Suitable arrangement is made to vary the distance between the stadia hair as
to set them against the two targets on the staff kept at the point under
observation.
● Thus, in this case, the staff intercept, i.e., the distance between the two
targets is kept fixed while the stadia interval, i.e., the distance between the
stadia hair is variable.
● As in the case of fixed hair method, inclined sights may also be taken.
Tangential Method
● In this method, the stadia hairs are not used, the readings being taken
against the horizontal cross-hair.
● To measure the staff intercept, two pointings of the instruments are,
therefore, necessary.
● This necessitates measurement of vertical angles twice for one single
observation.

PRINCIPLE OF STADIA METHOD
The stadia method is based on the principle that the ratio of the perpendicular
to the base is constant in similar isosceles triangles.

Types of Curves:



                    
Designation of a Curve:

Circular Curve Geometry



Definition:
Curves are provided whenever a road changes its direction from right to S (vice versa) 
or changes its alignment from up to down (vice versa). Curves are a critical! element in 
the pavement design. They are provided with a maximum speed limit that should lie 
followed very strictly. Following the speed limit becomes essential as the exceed in 
speed may lead to the chances of the vehicle becoming out of control while negotiating 
a turn and thus increase the odds of fatal accidents

ypes of Curves
There  are  two  types  of  curves  provided  primarily  for  the  comfort  and  ease  of  the
motorists in the road namely:

1. Horizontal Curve

2. Vertical Curve

Horizontal Curves

Horizontal  curves  are  provided  to  change  the  direction  or  alignment  of  a  road.
Horizontal  Curve  are  circular  curves  or  circular  arcs.  The  sharpness  of  a  curve
increases as the radius is decrease which makes it  risky and dangerous. The main
design criterion of a horizontal curve is the provision of an adequate safe stopping sight
distance.

Types of Horizontal Curve:

Simple Curve:

A simple arc provided in the road to impose a curve between the two straight lines.



Compound Curve:

Combination of two simple curves combined together to curve in the same direction.

Reverse Curve:

Combination of two simple curves combined together to curve in the same direction.

Transition or Spiral Curve:

A curve that has a varying radius. Its provided with a simple curve and between the
simple curves in a compound curve.

While  turning  a vehicle  is  exposed to  two forces.  The first  force  which  attracts  the
vehicle  towards  the  ground is  gravity.  The  second  is  centripetal  force,  which  is  an
external  force  required  to  keep  the  vehicle  on  a  curved  path.  At  any  velocity,  the
centripetal force would be greater for a tighter turn (smaller radius) than a broader one
(larger radius).  Thus, the vehicle would have to make a very wide circle in order to
negotiate a turn.

Vertical Curves

Vertical curves are provided to change the slope in the road and may or may not. be
symmetrical. They are parabolic and not circular like horizontal curves. Identifying the
proper grade and the safe passing sight distance is the main design criterion of the
vertical  curve,  iln  crest  vertical  curve  the  length  should  be enough to  provide  safe
stopping sight distance and in sag vertical curve the length is important as it influences
the factors such as headlight sight distance, rider comfort and drainage requirements.

Types of Vertical Curve:

Sag Curve

Sag Curves are those which change the alignment of the road from uphill to downhill,

Crest Curve/Summit Curve

Crest Curves are those which change the alignment of the road from downhill to uphill.
In designing crest vertical curves it is important that the grades be not] too high which
makes it difficult for the motorists to travel upon it.



Methods of setting out simple
circular curve
Based on the instruments used in setting out the curves on the ground there are
two methods:
1) Linear method
2) Angular method
Linear Method
In these methods only tape or chain is used for setting out the curve . Angle
measuring instrument are not used.
Main linear methods are
By offsets from the long chord.
By successive bisection of arcs.
By offsets from the tangents.
By offsets from the long chord



TRANSITION CURVE 
is a continuation of the straight lines and curves with a radius of a fixed or variable

PURPOSE
Physical state of hilly land, swampy.
•Connecting the exit or entrance as the exit roads 'toll‘,
•Avoiding the position of the details remain, such as building mosques, cemeteries.
•Safety of road users in order to travel more comfortable and secure.

SETTING OUT TRANSITION CURVE
Aim:
To set out the transition curve combined with the circular curve by method of deflection
angles.

Instruments required:

http://arunprasadvarathan.blogspot.com/2014/10/setting-out-transition-curve.html


Theodolite, Ranging rods, Tape or Chain and accessories.

Transition curve:
A transition curve or easement curve is a curve of varying radius introduced between a
straight and a circular curve, or between two branches of a compound curve.

Ideal Transition curve:
The fundamental requirement of a transition curve is that its radius of curvature ‘r’ at any
point shall vary inversely as the distance (l) from the beginning of the curve. Such a
curve is the clothed or the glover’s spiral and is known as the ideal transition curve.

      Procedure:
     In order to make the computations for various quantities of the transition and 
     circular curve the data necessary are

1.      The deflection angle () between the original tangents
2.      The Radius of the circular curve ( R )
3.      The Length of the transition curve (L)
4.      The point of intersection (V).

Formulae:
1.      Calculate the spiral angle s by the equation

s = L/2R Radians
2.      Calculate the shift S of the circular curve by the relation.

S = L2 / 24R
3.      Calculate total length of the tangent from

Tangent length = (R+S) tan /2 + L/2( l – S/5R ) for spiral
Tangent length = (R+S) tan /2 +L/2 for cubic

4.      Calculate the length of the circular curve.
5.      From the chainage of the point of intersection, subtract the length of the tangent to

get the chain age of the point of transition curve T.
6.      To the chainage of the t add the length of the transition curve to get the chainage of

the junction point (d) of the transition curve with the circular curve.
7.      Determine the other junction point (D’) of the circular curve with the transition curve

by adding the length of the circular curve to the chainage of D.
8.      Determine the chainage of the point T by adding the length L of the transition curve to

get the chainage of D’.
9.      If it is required to peg the points on through chainage, calculate the length of the sub

chords and full chords of the transition curve and circular curve. The peg interval for the
transition curve may be 10 metres, while that for the circular curve it may be 20 meters.

10.  If  the  curve  are  to  be  set  out  by  a  theodolite,  calculate  the  deflection  angles  for
transition curve from the expression.
      =57312/RL Minutes
      and the deflection angles referred to the tangent at D for the circular curve from the  
      expression.
       = 1719 C/R Minutes
      The total tangent angles n for the circular curve must be equal to ½(/2s)



11.  If however the curves are to be set out linear methods, calculate the offsets from the
following formula.

12.  For the true spiral y = l3/6 RL ( l – 2/14 )  or  l3/6 RL ( 1 – L2/56R2L2 )
      y being measuring perpendicular to the tangent and l along the curve.

13.  For the cubic spiral y = l3/6 RL
      y being measuring perpendicular to the tangent and l along the curve.

Angular Method
This methods are used when the length of curve is large.
The Angular methods are:
1) Rankine method of tangential angles
2) Two theodolite method
3) Tacheometric method
EDM
Electronic  distance  measuring  instrument  is  a  surveying  instrument  for  measuring
distance electronically between two points through electromagnetic waves.

Electronic distance measurement (EDM) is a method of determining the length between
two points, using phase changes, that occur as electromagnetic energy waves travels
from one end of the line to the other end. As a background, there are three methods of
measuring distance between two points:

DDM or Direct distance measurement – This is mainly done by chaining or taping.
ODM or Optical distance measurement – This measurement is conducted by tacheometry,
horizontal subtense method or telemetric method. These are carried out with the help of
optical wedge attachments.

EDM  or  Electromagnetic  distance  measurement –  The  method  of  direct  distance
measurement  cannot  be  implemented  in  difficult  terrains.  When  large  amount  of
inconsistency in the terrain or large obstructions exist, this method is avoided

Types of Electronic Distance Measurement Instrument
EDM instruments are classified based on the type of carrier wave as

1. Microwave instruments

2. Infrared wave instruments

3. Light wave instruments.

1. Microwave Instruments
These instruments make use of microwaves. Such instruments were invented as early
as 1950 in South Africa by Dr. T.L. Wadley and named them as Tellurometers. The



instrument needs only 12 to 24 V batteries. Hence they are light and highly portable.
Tellurometers can be used in day as well as in night.

2. Infrared Wave Instruments
In this instrument amplitude modulated infrared waves are used. Prism reflectors are
used at the end of line to be measured. These instruments are light and economical and
can be mounted on theodolite. With these instruments accuracy achieved is ± 10 mm.
The range of these instruments is up to 3 km.

These instruments are useful for most of the civil engineering works. These instruments 
are available in the trade names DISTOMAT DI 1000 and DISTOMAT DI 55.

3. Visible Light Wave Instruments
These instruments rely on propagation of modulated light waves. This type of 
instrument was first developed in Sweden and was named as Geodimeter. During night 
its range is up to 2.5 km while in day its range is up to 3 km. Accuracy of these 
instruments varies from 0.5 mm to 5 mm/km distance. These instruments are also very 
useful for civil engineering projects.

 Described by form of electromagnetic energy. 
 First instruments were primarily microwave (1947)
 Present  instruments  are  some form of  light,  i.e.  laser  or  near-infrared

lights. 
 Described by range of operation. 

 Generally microwave are 30 - 50 km range. (med) 
 Developed in the early 70’s, and were used for control surveys. 

 Light EDM’s generally 3 - 5 km range. (short) 
 Used in engineering and construction

 EDM is very useful in measuring distances that are difficult to access or long
distances.

 It measures the time required for a wave to sent to a target and reflect back.
EDM CHARECTERSTICS

 750-1000 meters range
 Accurate to ±5mm + 5 ppm 
 Operating temperature between -20 to +50 degrees centigrade
 1.5 seconds typical for computing a distanc, 1 second when tracking.
 Slope reduction either manual or automatic.
 Some average repeated measurements.
 Signal attenuation.
 battery operated and can perform between 350 and 1400 measurements.



Systematic Errors/Instrumentation Error
 Microwave 

 Atmospheric conditions 
 Temperature 
 Pressure 
 Humidity - must have wet bulb and dry bulb temperature. 

 Multi-path 
 Reflected signals can give longer distances 

 Light 
 Atmospheric conditions 

 Temperature 
 Pressure 

 Prism offset 
 Point of measurement is generally behind the plumb line. 
 Today usually standardized as 30mm. 

EDM instrument operation
1.Set up 

 EDM instruments are inserted in to the tribrach 
 Set over the point by means of the optical plummet
 Prisms are set over the remote station point
 The EDM turned on
 The height of the prism and the EDM should me measured

2.Aim
 The EDM is aimed at the prism by using either the built-in sighting devices on the

EDM
 Telescope (yoke-mount EDMs) will have the optical line of sight a bit lower than

the electronic signal
 When the cross hair is sight on target the electronic signal will be maximized at

the center of the prism
 Set the electronic signal precisely on the prism center

3. Measure 
 The slope measurement is accomplished by simply pressing the measure button 
 The displays are either liquid crystal (LCD) or light emitting diode (LED) 
 The measurements is shown in two decimals of a foot or three decimals of a

meter
 EDM with built in calculators can now be used to compute horizontal and vertical

distances, coordinate, atmosphiric,curveture and prism constant corrections
 
4. Record

 The measured data can be recorded in the field note format
 Can be entered manually into electronic data collector
 The  distance  data  must  be  accompanied  by  all  relevant  atmospheric  and

instrumental correction factors  



USES
 Total stations are ideal for collecting large numbers of points.
 They are commonly used for all aspects of modern surveying. Only when

harsh conditions,  exist  or distances are short will  a transit  and tape be
used.

PROBLEMS
 Total stations are ideal for collecting large numbers of points.
 They are commonly used for all aspects of modern surveying. Only when

harsh conditions,  exist  or distances are short will  a transit  and tape be
used.

A. Introduction
The planimeter is a simple instrument for the precise measurement of areas of plane
figures of any shape.To measure an area it is only necessary to trace the outline of the
figure in a clockwise direction with the centrepoint (within the ring) of the tracing lens
and to read off the result on the scales. The planimeter consists of 3 separate parts; the
tracing arm to which is attached the roller housing the pole arm and the pole plate. The
three parts are packed separately in the case. The pole arm is a simple beam. On each
end is fixed a ball, one for fitting into the roller housing, the other into the pole plate. The
roller  housing rests  on three supports;  the  tracing  lens,  the  measuring roller  and a
supporting ball.

REMOTE SENSING
Remote sensing is a method for getting information about of different objects on
the planet, without any physical contacts with it. 
ADVANTAGE

• Provides a view for the large region 
• Offers Geo-referenced information and digital information 
• Most of the remote sensors operate in every season, every day, every time and

even in real tough weather 

G I S 
 Geographic Information System
 Allows the viewing and analysis of multiple layers of spatially related information

associated with a geographic region/location
 Both spatial and attribute (tabular) data are integrated



 The  widespread  collection  and  integration  of  imagery  into  GIS  has  been  made
possible through remote sensing

 With the increasing technological development of remote sensing, the development
of GIS has simultaneously accelerated

The APPLICATION/IMPORTNACE/USE of RS
 Large amounts of data needed, and Remote Sensing can provide it
 Reduces manual field work dramatically
 Allows retrieval of data for regions difficult or impossible to reach:

 Open ocean
 Hazardous terrain (high mountains, extreme weather areas, etc.)
 Ocean depths
 Atmosphere

 Allows for the collection of much more data in a shorter amount of 
       time

 Leads to increased land coverage AND
 Increase ground resolution of a GIS

 Digital Imagery greatly enhances a GIS
 DIRECTLY: Imagery can serve as a visual aid
 INDIRECTLY: Can serves as a source to derive information such as…

 Land use/land cover
 Atmospheric emissions
 Vegetation
 Water bodies
 Cloud cover
 Change detection (including sea ice, coastlines, sea levels, etc.)

 

GPS
GPS systems are extremely versatile and can be found in almost any industry sector. They can be used to map
forests, help farmers harvest their fields, and navigate airplanes on the ground or in the air. GPS systems are used in
military applications and by emergency crews to locate people in need of assistance

Ghat Tracer

Cylon Ghat Tracer: A reliable instrument for setting out a grade contour, i.e. locating points on a given gradient in the preliminary survey of a

hill, road and also for measuring the angle of slope complete in wooden box with target and pole 

CLINOMETER

A clinometer or inclinometer is an instrument for measuring angles of slope (or tilt), elevation or depression of an 
object with respect to gravity.

PENTAGRAPH



An instrument for copying plans, maps, and other drawings, on the same, or on a reduced or an 
enlarged, scale. 

What is Total station?
A  total  station  is  an  electronic/optical  instrument  used  in  modern surveying and building  construction that  uses  electronic  transit
theodolite in conjunction with electronic distance meter (EDM).It is also integrated with microprocessor, electronic data collector and
storage system.

The  instrument  is  used  to  measure  sloping  distance  of  object  to  the  instrument,  horizontal  angles  and  vertical  angles.  This
Microprocessor unit enables for computation of data collected to further calculate the horizontal distance, coordinates of a point and
reduced level of point.

Data collected from total station can be downloaded into computer/laptops for further processing of information

Abney Levels
An Abney Level is similar to a Hand Level in that it is a telescope with a spirit level attached. The main distinction is that the 
spirit level on an Abney level is not set in a static horizontal position. An Abney Level features a graduated arc. 
EngineerSupply sells Abney Levels. Once the arc is set at a specific degree it will cause the spirit level to show level at that 
specific angle. Many Abney levels will feature items such as stadia and will have a feature to focus items at different 
distances. Some even have a magnification feature. Abney levels are easier to use and inexpensive. They are used to 
measure degrees, percent of grade and topographic elevation. The user can then determine height, volume and grade 
through manipulating the readings with trigonometry.

What is a Planimeter?
Planimeter is an instrument used in surveying to compute the area of any given plan. Planimeter only needs plan 

drawn on the sheet to calculate area. Generally, it is very difficult to determine the area of irregular plot. So, by using 

planimeter we can easily calculate the area of any shape. The essential parts of planimeter and its working is 

explained below

Parts of a Planimeter
o Tracing arm

o Tracing point

o Anchor arm

o Weight and needle point

o Clamp

o Hinge

o Tangent screw

o Index

o Wheel

o Dial

o Vernier

o How to Use Planimeter in Surveying?
o Planimeter is used to compute the area of given plan of any shape.

o In the first step anchor point is to be fixed at one point. If the given plan area is small, then anchor point is 

placed outside the plan. Similarly, if the given plan area is large then it is placed inside the plan.

http://www.civilsimplified.com/workshops/tall-building-design
http://www.civilsimplified.com/events/summer-training-and-internship-program-on-total-station-at-bangalore-june-july-2014


o After placing the anchor point, place the tracing point on the outline of the given plan using tracing arm. Mark

the tracing point and note down the reading on Vernier as initial reading A.

o Area = M (B – A + 10N + C)
o Where, A = initial reading

o B = final reading

o N = no. of completed revolutions of wheel during one complete tracing. N is positive if dial passes index in 

clockwise, N is negative if dial rotates in anti-clock wise direction.

o M and C = constants which values are provided on the planimeter. Constant C is used only when the anchor

point is placed inside the plan.
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